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kamaal dhamaal malamaal is one of those films that come along once in a while. it's a relatively new
release, but has the potential to make a good noise. the only problem is that many people are not
going to see it, because they are only going to see it once. why? because the film stars a certain
actor who they have seen in their past films. that's how it is with kamaal dhamaal malamaal. the

new offering from priyadarshan is a feel-good movie, a flop a comedy of errors, all at the same time.
it is not a new genre for priyadarshan. he has a wealth of experience in the field of comedy and can
produce a winner every time. he takes off as a light-hearted entertainer and the comic doses, a few

of them, are amusing. unfortunately, in view of the fact that the film boasts of a powerhouse of
talent and the fact that the man at the helm of affairs is priyadarshan, one expects a lot of dhamaal,
with several kamaal situations woven in the plot. but the kamaal and dhamaal are limited to the title,

not the script or the performances by its actors. priyadarshan's comic entertainers have a similar
template and kamaal dhamaal malamaal is no exception. it takes off as a light-hearted entertainer

and the comic doses, a few of them, are amusing. unfortunately, in view of the fact that the film
boasts of a powerhouse of talent and the fact that the man at the helm of affairs is priyadarshan,

one expects a lot of dhamaal, with several kamaal situations woven in the plot. but the kamaal and
dhamaal are limited to the title, not the script or the performances by its actors.
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kamaal dhamaal malamaal is
a decent entertainer in the
beginning, thanks to the

energy and the freshness that
the film is able to exude. but it
doesn't sustain this quality for
the entire duration of the film.
kamaal dhamaal malamaal is
watch in hindi. watch in hd
quality download, watch

kamaal dhamaal malamaal full
movie (2012) in dvd quality

free download. kamaal
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dhamaal malamaal is one of
the best funny movie of the

year 2012,if you really want to
enjoy some time then this

movie really help you for the
best entertainment. the

funniest actors nana patekar,
paresh rawal, om puri, rajpal
yadav and some others play
different roles in this movie
and really keep this movie

alive from their superb
performance. if you like funny
movies then you are on the
right platform here we listed

all funny movies in a category
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at top meny called funny
movies click on that and you

will see a list of funny movies,
then select any movie and

watch. priyadarshan returns to
the comic genre, after

attempting intense movies like
aakrosh and tezz. one expects

kamaal dhamaal malamaal,
his new outing, to tickle your

funny bone, entertain and
enchant viewers, besides

striking a chord at the box-
office. does priyadarshan

succeed in his endeavor let's
find out! kamaal dhamaal
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malamaal is a comedy-action
film. the film is directed by

priyadarshan and produced by
b. nagarajan. the film features
an ensemble cast of prabhu

deva, kamal haasan, mukesh,
sharada, mohan babu, sarath
babu, vineeth, and rajkumar.
kamaal dhamaal malamaal is
set to release on 20 december

2012. 'kamaal dhamaal
malamaal' means fun and
action. the movie is set to

release on 20 december 2012.
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